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Abstract
While software applications, programming languages, and

hardware have changed, operating systems have not. Widely-

used commodity operating systems are still modelled after

the ones designed in the seventies. The accumulated burden

of backward compatibility with the large software ecosys-

tems that run our workloads prevents systems from embrac-

ing more efficient and disruptive designs explored by the

system research community.

This paper advocates a fresh approach to operating system

research, where innovations are incrementally integrated

into operating systems, without disrupting existing soft-

ware, to gradually reshape our daily-use systems. The dy-

namic linker emerges as a pivotal element in this transfor-

mation process, redefining system behavior. The paper out-

lines specific use cases, covering performance enhancements,

strengthened security measures, streamlined software de-

ployment, and enriched programming language abstractions.

Additionally, the paper introduces Spidl, an experimental

modular dynamic linker to facilitate the exploration of this

promising new research avenue.

CCS Concepts • Software and its engineering → Ab-
straction, modeling and modularity; Runtime environ-
ments.
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1 Introduction
The original Unix system was developed more than 50 years

ago, initially in assembly and then rewritten in C in 1973

[42], marking the beginning of a tight co-design between

the language and the operating system [29]. Since then, C
has remained the lingua franca for system interfaces and

dictates, to this day, how programs are assembled, executed,

and isolated. For over five decades, the C and Unix cou-

ple acted as a robust foundation, fostering the growth of a

complex software ecosystem leading to novel programming

languages with improved safety guarantees, new high-level

programming models, and principled software development

methodologies, all of which led to incredible technological

innovations. Ironically, operating systems have reaped the

least benefits from the overall progress in software tech-

nologies. Only a handful of these innovations have been

integrated into their implementation. Operating systems con-

tinue to be written in unsafe languages and their APIs have

remained largely unchanged. This not only gives a sense

that our systems are falling behind but also hamper or slow

down software innovation, as demonstrated by e.g., kernel
bypass becoming a widely adopted approach for low-latency

networking.

In 2000, Rob Pike argued that “systems software research
is irrelevant”, and that it has become “a sideline to the excite-
ment in the computing industry” [38]. Indeed, despite prolific
results from the research community [9, 11, 18, 27, 35, 40, 43]

there has been very little impact on industrial operating sys-

tems.

The limiting factor in the adoption of radical new operat-

ing systems is their incompatibility with existing software

ecosystems. The implementation of a new kernel is only the

first challenge, and arguably the easiest, when compared to

the necessity to rewrite development tools, compilers, sys-

tem libraries, and rebuild, from scratch, an entire ecosystem

before porting any application. This daunting effort can, in

part, explain why disruptive new operating systems, such as

Singularity [27] or Plan 9 [40], have not been widely adopted.
BeOs [3] shows that even with a mature development ecosys-

tem, porting applications remains a deterring factor [20].

A similar problem arises in the development of new pro-

gramming languages. To facilitate adoption, programming

language developers often provide interoperability with ex-

isting languages and gradually reimplement standard libraries

in the new language. This approach trades-off guarantees
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provided by the new language (e.g., memory safety in Rust [7])

for usability and to speed up adoption, until a sufficiently

large ecosystem can be developed. Without any surprise,

the C language is often the first one to gain support for

interoperability.

New operating system designs would benefit from a sim-

ilar approach, that could gradually replace portions of an

existing software ecosystem with new implementations un-

locking better performance, stronger security guarantees, or

simply more flexible programming abstractions. The chal-

lenge in this approach is to pick the right layer to introduce

interoperability between existing and new systems.

This paper argues that dynamic linkers are the ideal sys-

tem interoperability layer to decouple system designs from

existing software ecosystems, and allow them to evolve sep-

arately. First, dynamic linkers are standard programs that

run in user-space and directly interact with the underlying

operating system. Second, they are responsible for loading

other programs and can thus be transparently adapted to

new system abstractions, unbeknownst to the program being

instantiated. Third, they already support complex dynamic

binary transformations, code patching, and contextual load-

ing of libraries.

This paper is organized as follows: § 2 provides useful

background on dynamic linking and the ELF format, high-

lighting how they can be transparently leveraged to extend

our systems. However, standard dynamic linker implemen-

tations are hard to extend and modify. § 3 addresses this

limitation with a new design for a modular dynamic linker

and introduces Spidl, a prototype implementation. § 4 show-

case a diverse range of load-time transformations that can

be implemented with Spidl. As a whole, this paper seeks to
raise awareness of dynamic linkers’ ability to transform and

progressively enhance operating systems while ensuring full

backward compatibility.

2 Background on dynamic linking
This section provides useful background on dynamic link-

ing and the ELF binary format. It emphasizes the dynamic

linker’s central role in modern systems and how it can be

adapted to facilitate seamless system evolution while main-

taining software backward compatibility. Next, the section

provides an introduction to the ELF format, emphasizing

its extensibility. We argue that the dynamic linker’s signifi-

cant control over program execution and interaction with

the system, combined with the high extensibility of the ELF
format, form a solid foundation to gradually enhance mod-

ern operating systems and unlock clean slate revolutionary

designs.

2.1 The dynamic linker rules the system
Dynamic linking dates back to the 60s and was introduced

as a core feature of the Multics system [16]. With the wide-

spread adoption of Unix and its derivatives, dynamic linking

has become a foundational element of modern operating

systems and programming languages. Its role in modern

software development is critical, as it not only facilitates

the creation of flexible, modular, reusable, and maintainable

software but also now plays an integral part in enhancing

security through measures like address space layout ran-

domisation (ASLR). Although self-relocating programs do

exist, modern operating systems predominantly rely on a dy-
namic linker/loader to link and load dynamic programs along

with their dependencies. On Ubuntu, for instance, more than

99% of binaries are dynamically linked [15].

When a program is instantiated through a system call,

such as execve, the system first checks for the presence of

an interpreter in the target program’s ELF metadata (§ 2.2).

For dynamic programs the interpreter is a dynamic linker,

also called dynamic loader or simply loader, picked at com-

pile time. Instead of transferring control directly to the target

program, the system loads and hands over control to the in-

terpreter. The dynamic linker then proceeds to configure the

environment, loading the target program and all its depen-

dencies, and ultimately transfers control to the program’s

entry point.

In practice, the dynamic linker governs the system. On Linux

platforms, most programs rely on the single loader provided

by the distribution, which runs before almost every program

on the machine, holding the complete privileges associated

with the process. It is a narrow waist, i.e., a pivotal point of
control, ideal for implementing transformative changes to
our operating systems, that can be replaced and fine-tuned

transparently with ease.

Although many systems, similar to Linux, depend on a sin-

gle dynamic linker, the ELF format offers a straightforward

way to choose between multiple linkers for each program.

This capability allows for progressive enhancement with-

out compromising backward-compatibility with the existing

ecosystem.

2.2 ELF as a database format
This paper focuses on the ELF (Executable and Linkable For-
mat) binary format [2] for storing programs and libraries.

Widely adopted across Unix systems, particularly in Linux,
the ELF format benefits from numerous tools and compiler

directives to parse, display, manipulate, or extend binaries.

An ELF file is a document that represents the same pro-

gram with two different views: one for linking, known as

sections, and another for loading, known as segments. Figure 1
depicts both views of an ELF file, along with the resulting in-

memory program. The ELF header provides essential details

about the file, such as its architecture, operating system ABI,
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ELF Header

Program Header
Table

Executable Segment

Section Header Table

  .interp: /lib/ld.so
  .text
  .init
  .plt
  .data
  .bss
  .got
  .dynamic

ELF Header

Read/Write
Segment

Dynamic Segment

Interpreter Segment

Executable
Segment

Read/Write Segment

Section View Segment View Loaded

Figure 1. The different views of an ELF file: the sections,

segments, and the in-memory layout.

entry point, and the location of other important metadata,

including the program header table (for segments) and the

section header table.

Sections represent logical units of information that relate

to code, data, symbols (references to functions or variables),

and relocations within the binary. Sections serve a crucial

role during the linking and debugging process. The linker

uses sections to resolve symbols, perform relocations, and

combine object files to create the final executable.

Segments, on the other hand, are larger contiguous blocks

of memory with associated access rights that describe a pro-

gram’s memory layout and content. They are used by the

loader to map the binary into memory, i.e., allocate virtual
memory regions, copy the binary’s bytes into them, and

set up the program’s runtime environment. Each segment

contains one or more sections.

The ELF format is designed to be extensible. While the var-

ious header formats are fixed, their fields only have a handful

of reserved values. For example, program headers (i.e., seg-
ments) include a type field of 4-bytes for which only a dozen

default values are reserved. Consequently, new loaders can

utilize this field to define new segment types which tradi-

tional loaders would simply ignore. A similar observation

holds for section headers.

The ELF format’s flexibility and extensibility is already

commonly used to include extra information. For example,

the Debugging With Arbitrary Records Format (DWARF)

[4] data is inserted inside the binary as a debug section and

parsed by debuggers. In practice, ELF files can be extended

with arbitrary data, may it be semantic information about the

program, text, bytecode, or linker instructions. Some related

work [23, 24] even embed full binaries inside dedicated ELF
sections, which are then extracted and loaded into isolated

nested execution environments by dedicated code in the

main program’s runtime.

3 A blueprint for a modular dynamic linker
The dynamic linker plays a crucial role in today’s operat-

ing systems and, combined with the extensibility of ELF,
could be used to explore new interactions between operating

systems and programs. Unfortunately, dynamic linkers are

often considered as arcane pieces of software that are hard

to reason about and extend. They are complex, lack modu-

larity, and too-tightly integrated with system software. For

instance theGNU dynamic linker and libc are so intertwined
that neither of those can function without the other.

In this section, we introduce a novel approach to dynamic

linking, characterized by a modular and tunable framework

design to extend existing systems while preserving software

backward compatibility. We implemented a prototype of this

linker design called Spidl. Spidl is written in Rust and targets
Linux platforms. At the opposite of existing loaders, it does

not make any assumptions about the structure of ELF files

beyond the existence of the ELF header, program header, and

section tables.

Spidl’s design revolves around two core concepts: phases
(§ 3.2) andmodules (§ 3.1). As demonstrated on Figure 2, Spidl
organizes binary linking and loading as a per-file pipeline

of sequential phases. Modules define transformations called

passes, assigned to Spidl’s phases, which together perform

the actual linking and loading of the executable and its library

dependencies.

To demonstrate Spidl’s compatibility with existing linker

ecosystems, we developed a System V module. The System
V module provides all the required passes to link and load

standard executables (as described in the System V specifi-

cation) and fully replaces a standard Unix dynamic linker.

By combining modules, Spidl can augment or modify the in-

teractions between the OS and programs, or even introduce

completely different ABIs while retaining cross-compatibility

with existing software.

3.1 Modules
A module in Spidl is a Rust struct that implements the

Module trait (Rust’s version of interfaces). A module must

implement at least the register method. When loading a

file, Spidl calls register on all available modules to populate

the loading pipeline. A module participates in the loading

of an object by either registering a pass for one or several

phases, or by acting as a symbol resolver.

During registration, modules can communicate their in-

tent by returning one of three values: do not handle, handle
weak, or handle strong. Spidl provides modules with full vis-

ibility over the modules that precede them in the pipeline.

The order of module registration is thus critical and must

be carefully considered when configuring Spidl. Weak and
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Passes
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Memory
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Load:

Relocate
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Module D

A B C
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D

Figure 2. Loading of an ELF file with the Spidl dynamic linker. Modules first register passes for the different phases of the

loading of the file that will then be scheduled by Spidl.

strong handling mark the distinction between complemen-

tary operations and overriding a pass. For example, imple-

menting an LD_PRELOAD mechanism is straightforward and

only requires a module to register a weak pass for the collect
phase.

3.2 Phases
The Spidl loader defines a fixed set of phases that act as

synchronization points between various modules. During

each phase, registered modules execute a series of standard

transformations, as outlined in Table 1. Moreover, additional

“post-phase” phases are available to carry out module-specific

tasks. For instance, the System V instantiates the thread local

storage (TLS) in the post-relocate phase, as the TLS might

be initialized with relocated data. Below, we elaborate on

the different phases. In the remainder of this section, we use

the term object and file interchangeably to reference an ELF
binary (executable or library).

Register:When first opening a file, Spidl calls the register
method on all modules, with the file as argument, to register

passes to be applied in subsequent phases. Spidl allows mod-

ules to register passes for the main ELF program file as well

as for any other file that might need to be opened as part of

the loading (see collect). During the register phase modules

indicate for each subsequent phase whether they intend to

execute a pass, and if so whether it is the main pass for that

phase or not. As there can be only a single main pass, this

enables a module to override another.

Collect: The collect phase gathers the objects that need to

be loaded for the proper execution of the binary. Registered

modules can return a list of dependencies, either in the form

of files to be opened or as new in-memory ELF objects. Spidl
then repeats the register and collect phases for dependencies
recursively, until all files are collected.

Load: During the load phase, modules perform both mem-

ory allocation and the actual loading of the objects into

memory. The allocation and loading are done on a per-object

basis, like all operations in the different phases. Hence, global

optimisations such as those presented in iFed [41] require

pre-computing allocation locations, but can still be fitted in

the Spidl approach.

Relocate: The relocate phase performs dynamic linking.

During this phase, modules apply relocations, i.e., patch code

or data with the actual memory location of loaded objects.

Spidl differs from other dynamic linkers in how relocations

are applied, as it enables cooperation between modules. In-

deed, during relocation, a module might need to learn about

the location of an item in another object (this is called sym-
bol resolution), but the module itself might not be able to

understand that other object’s format. For instance, a C-
based object might need to call a JavaScript function, but
the System V module does not know about an hypothetical

JavaScript object ELF encoding or runtime. For this purpose,

Spidl mediates the symbol resolution by querying relevant

modules for the requested symbol, thus removing the need

for a module to know about all possible ABI used in the

system and allowing it, instead, to focus on handling a single

type of programs. The relocation process is illustrated in

Figure 2.

Protect: During this phase the different memory protections

are adjusted. After this, loaded objects can no longer be

modified.

Start: The final phase applies only to the original ELF target

and transfers control to the linked program’s entry point

after the last preparations.

3.3 Limitations
Spidl is still in early development and therefore has a few

limitations. First, Spidl does not yet offer runtime services.
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Phase Description
register Register modules for following phases

collect Collect dependencies

post-collect

load Memory allocation and loading

post-load

relocate Apply the relocations

post-relocate

protect Apply memory protections

post-protect

start Transfer control to the program

Table 1. Phases in the Spidl dynamic linker.

Most dynamic linkers, such as GNU ld.so, tightly integrate

with the libc to provide runtime services. Those services no-

tably include the dlopen family of functions and the ability

to create new thread local storage slots, required for multi-

threading. In the future, Spidl could be extended to register

runtime services.

Second, the current implementation lacks support for

GNU extensions, heavily used throughout the GNU libc
and its ecosystem. As a result, Spidl cannot run programs

compiled on GNU systems out of the box. This is not a lim-

itation of Spidl but rather of our System V module. Two

approaches to support the execution of glibc programs are

possible: (1) creating a GNU module to replace the System V
symbol resolution, or (2) adding a module to resolve glibc to
another supported libc, such as musl-libc. Note that some of

the GNU extensions, such as IFUNC and lazy binding, might

be detrimental to the system security.

4 A new skin for the kernel
The dynamic linker can be used to disentangle operating

system APIs and application development ecosystems. Spidl
allows to progressively introduce changes to operating sys-

tems, ranging from simple optimisations to API-breaking OS

re-designs, while maintaining compatibility with existing

software.

In this section, we showcase a range of transformations

that a dynamic linker can perform, organized in approxi-

mate order of how far they stray from traditional system

interfaces. These transformations can all be realized as mod-

ules for the Spidl linker introduced in § 3, allowing for the

combination and gradual integration of individual system ex-

tensions. This section is not meant to be an exhaustive list of

transformations supported by Spidl. It rather aims at inspir-

ing the exploration of operating system and programming

language designs through a customizable linker.

4.1 Performance optimisations
iFed [41], a pass-based dynamic linker that supports global

optimizations, already demonstrated the benefits of load-

time program optimizations. iFed leverages a global view

of the program, including all shared libraries, to implement

two passes: dynamic libraries concatenation and relocation

branch eliminations. The former consists in grouping seg-

ments from different libraries with similar access rights to-

gether to enable the use of huge pages and improve the TLB

hit ratio, while the latter eliminates indirections caused by

dynamic library calls by patching binaries. Together, these

optimisations provide an 8.58% reduction of TLB miss and

3.28% branch miss-prediction reduction on x86_64, and a

13.04% and 1.85% reduction on ARM respectively. Spidl can
trivially implement similar optimizations as a module.

4.2 Executable compression
In addition to performance, program size, both in-memory

and on-disk, can be a limiting factor in environments with

limited resources. To reduce the on-disk binary footprint, a

traditional approach involves an executable-packer compres-

sion technique, wherein a program is modified to self-extract

and decompress at launch time. However, this unpacking

process could be simplified by implementing a decompres-

sion Spidl module, eliminating the need for complex self-

relocation logic in the binary and further reducing both its

in-memory and at-rest size.

Another widely deployed optimization is the Android dy-

namic relocation compression [1], which reduces RAM usage

by up to 9%. Loading compressed programs requires special

assistance from the linker and is so far only available on An-
droid. Spidl could provide a generic cross-platform module

with a relocate phase pass, similar to module D on Figure 2,

to export this functionality beyond Android.

4.3 Load-time validation
Load-time is an apt moment to validate properties of pro-

grams and libraries. In addition to verifying program and

library signatures, the dynamic linker can conduct more so-

phisticated checks, such as validating proof-carrying code

[37] or type-checking interfaces.

Consider the case of type-checking interfaces. Present-day

compilers go to great lengths to ensure that if a program

compiles, it will execute correctly (e.g., memory and type

safety, ABI/API compatibility). These guarantees are, how-

ever, limited to the scope visible to the compiler. On current

systems, the dynamic linker can link two pieces of code

with incompatible interfaces without any remorse. This may

occur following a library upgrade for example. Such bugs

could be easily detected by checking for ABI-compatibility

at load time, provided relevant type information is available.

Fortunately, compilers already emit type-level information

in the form of DWARF [4]. This information, usually used
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Figure 3. Scalable seccomp sandboxing. A seccomp module

aggregates the authorized system calls based on symbol res-

olution and a per-file .seccomp section.

by debuggers, can also be leveraged by the dynamic linker

to ensure ABI-compatibility and, in the case of languages

like Rust, validate pointers’ lifetime.

4.4 Sandboxing
Sandboxing restricts the resources that a software compo-

nent or a full program can access. Effective sandboxing re-

quires application-level knowledge to define appropriate poli-

cies. Nowadays most approaches rely on expensive whole-

program analysis through compiler instrumentation [12, 22,

31]. Those approaches are usually applied to a few applica-

tions on the system and do not scale to the whole OS, espe-

cially when considering that any library upgrade requires to

re-run expensive analysis for all dependent programs.

The dynamic linker is the ideal layer tomake existing sand-

boxing approaches more scalable, by combining per-library

analysis dynamically at load-time. To illustrate the benefits

of dynamic linkers, consider how to leverage seccomp for

sandboxing. Seccomp [30] is a Linux system call that enables

a process to gradually reduce its access to the system call API.

Building an appropriate seccomp eBPF system call filter re-

quires fine-grained analysis of the entire application. A Spidl
module could remove the need for costly whole-program

analysis by leveraging pre-computed per-library analysis

(mapping from function symbols to required system calls)

and combining them into a custom made filter at load time,

as illustrated in Figure 3. This approach would allow to: (1)

only perform per-library analysis once and reuse the result

across applications, and (2) upon a library update, limit the

static analysis’ scope to the modified component. It could

further be extended to support seccomp-based sandboxing

at the scale of a Linux distribution.
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Figure 4. Building a runner abstraction on top of Linux. Each
module is capable of loading one type of file and configures

or re-uses an appropriate environment prior to program

start.

4.5 Compartmentalization
Compartmentalization is a staple of system and security

research communities. Proposed solutions include operat-

ing system extensions [10, 26, 35], compiler instrumenta-

tion [43, 45] and, more recently, support for new hardware

security extensions such as Intel MPK [28] and SGX [17]

taking various forms [8, 13, 19, 25, 32, 34, 36]. However, com-

partmentalization solutions can require various modifica-

tions to the software stack, from user program modifications

to leverage new isolation abstractions [10, 23, 24, 34, 35],

to the reimplementation of a loader inside the program it-

self [23, 24]. Integrating the specialized loading logic into

the dynamic linker would be more fitting and could facilitate

transparent compartmentalization for libraries, i.e., without
application code modification, akin to the FlexOS approach

[33].

4.6 Customized Runners
Since Unix was initially rewritten in C, Unix-based systems

have consistently exposed aC environment to user programs.

However, the C language imposes rigid rules that programs

must follow, such as adhering to the calling convention, ac-

counting for arbitrary memory accesses, unbounded stack
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usage by C functions, dealing with threads, TLS storage, con-

tent of system registers, and following libc/Unix abstractions.
A more flexible approach pioneered by Fuchsia [6] is the

concept of runners [5]. Runners provide execution environ-

ments tailored for specific needs and might impose various

constraints and ABI. Examples from the Fuchsia documenta-

tion include an ELF runner providing a familiar C environ-

ment, and a web runner capable of running and sandboxing

web applications. The runner abstraction can provide com-

patibility across systems, for instance one can implement a

Singularity [27] or an Oberon [44] runner on top of Fuchsia.
The dynamic linker is uniquely positioned to provide

a runner abstraction on top of existing kernels, such as

Linux, by transforming the Unix environment provided by

the kernel prior to program execution. For instance, load-

ing a JavaScript orWebAssembly [43] program would con-

figure the language virtual machine transparently, while a

Sing# [21] program would be loaded into an existing Singu-
larity runner as a software isolated process [11, 27].

Figure 4 illustrates how the runner abstraction can be im-

plemented using Spidl. Each runner exposed by the operating
system is paired with a Spidl module that understands how

to load programs for this runner. Because Spidl enables co-
operation between modules during symbol resolution (§ 3.2)

such a system would benefit from transparent interoperabil-

ity across languages and runners, dethroning C as the lingua
franca of programming languages.

5 Discussion
Despite the dynamic linker’s pivotal role in the system, there

have been limited efforts to provide an extensible dynamic

loading and linking infrastructure, even though the need to

modify loading behavior arises frequently [9, 14, 23–25, 39].

To the best of our knowledge, iFed [41] stands as the first

attempt at a genuinely modular approach to dynamic linking,

offering extensibility and straightforward code reuse.

While Spidl shares similarities with iFed, it distinguishes
itself by presenting a truly clean slate approach, facilitating

the green field development of operating system extensions

and load-time instrumentation/transformation. Unlike iFed,
which relies on a fixed intermediate representation built on

top of the GNU loader and tightly integrates with libc, Spidl
makes no assumptions about the program being loaded and

its execution environment. Spidl overcomes the difficulties

of linking a wide variety of objects together by mediating

cooperation between specialized modules.

We hope that availability of modular dynamic linkers,

such as Spidl, will encourage the community to explore new

research avenues at the interface between programs and

operating systems. We believe that dynamic linkers will be

transformative for areas such as security and interoperability

across languages, runtimes, and isolation boundaries. Indeed,

we see tremendous potential for dynamic linkers to benefit

from compiler-generated ABI, types, and invariants informa-

tion, as well as user-provided isolation requirements. With

Spidl as a playground, we plan to explore new ELF extensions
and develop an ecosystem of modules that can progressively

augment and customize today’s operating systems.

6 Conclusion
While the inertia and huge software ecosystem of existing

operating systems makes it hard for academia to move in-

novative ideas from the lab to mainstream systems, we ar-

gue that dynamic linkers can ease the transition. Dynamic

linkers execute on the initialization path of any program

on the system, and can perform extensive transformations

to drastically improve performance, harden security, and

expose tailored system interfaces. Current commodity dy-

namic linkers are monolithic and deeply intertwined with

system libraries, and therefore hard to modify and extend.

We introduce Spidl, a modular dynamic linker designed for

extensibility and experimentation that can serve as a basis

for the exploration of new interactions between programs

and operating systems. Finally, we present a wide variety

of transformations that can be performed at load time, and

hope to inspire further research along that direction.
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